Recording with the Monitor

The One Button Studio includes a monitor on wheels if you want to incorporate a PowerPoint presentation, use the monitor to highlight elements on a website (including course navigation), or to record instructions or tutorials for software applications (such as Excel or Word).

This scenario requires a few additional steps. You may take these steps either before or after you activate the camera and studio lights by inserting your USB into one of the available docks on the OBS computer.

*For basic login and recording instructions, see One Button Studio Quick Start Guide.*

Additional preparation

Use the projection computer, as identified by labels on the computer cart, to access the PPT, application, or website you want to share.

Turn on the monitor with the remote control (*right*). The monitor should mirror the computer screen.

Prior to recording, find the monitor placement guides indicated on the floor with tape.

Align the monitor’s front wheels with the placement guide labeled: Video Monitor Placement.

You are ready to begin recording.

**NOTE:** Please do not adjust the camera or the computer desk. The equipment has been configured for optimal performance. Please leave the room as you found it and clean up after yourself.